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‘When the Poxreaper of Grünburg comes, look ye not for quarter nor parley. 

For he comes with sacred duty and earnest desire to spread the boundless gifts 

of the Grandfather, in endless gratitude for the breaking of his Curse’.  



LEADERS (620pts) 

NOAH RIEGER, POXREAPER OF GRÜNBURG 

‘A lord of the World-That-Was, at the time Chaos stalked those lands, the one born Noah Rieger was selfish, hateful 

and despised. His vassals often came to harm, through their lord’s rage, or simple lack of care. But not all peasants 

are without their talents, even if they are not aware of them. One such poor soul cursed Rieger, for a hundred years 

and not a day less, for the lord alone to harvest all of Grünburg’s fields without an hour’s rest. Rieger bears still the 

scythe forced upon him that fateful day. Now, the rusted blade reaps only souls for Grandfather Nurgle and its bearer 

harvests not, but sows, sickness and decay, generous with Nurgle’s gifts.’ 

160pts – HARBINGER OF DECAY 

WITH HIDEOUS VISAGE. 

RUDI KROLL, ROTBRINGER SORCEROR 

‘When Kroll met the Poxreaper, none can say, yet rarely is one seen without the other. Some whisper it was in the 

fields of Grünburg that Kroll brought Nurgle’s bountiful embrace to Rieger. Regardless of what the truth may be, it 

is known that from that day, they wandered the lands, bound together in service to the Lord of Plagues. As the 

World-That-Was fell and the Realms came to be, this most promising of pairs were brought to the Garden by 

Nurgle, and into his kindly care. For the Grandfather wastes not a good tool and these two might do many great 

things yet. 

120pts – ROTBRINGER SORCEROR 

WORMSLOBBER TAINTVEX NURGLE 

‘From the Garden of the Grandfather, Wormslobber Taintvex Nurgle spied the Gnarlwood with rapacious intent. 

Out, out, out he reached, softening bough to sponge and ground to mire, linking forever the wood to the Garden 

and the Garden to the wood. No faggot would burn, nor bough be carved, and those that dwelled within received the 

blessings of Nurgle in lung and limb. When Nurgle brought the Poxreaper and Kroll to the Gnarlwood, Kroll 

divined the Taintvex and his blessings, and the spirit of the place he summoned then, to further Nurgle’s boon.’ 

340pts - GREAT UNCLEAN ONE  

WITH BILEBLADE, DOOMSDAY BELL AND WITHERSTAVE. 



BATTLELINE (760pts) 

WERNER BLACKWOAD’S GNARLWOOD FORESTERS 
‘The tribe of Werner Blackwoad had dwelt within the Gnarlwood for as long as their stories tell. Life was once a 

struggle against the wood and its rancid gifts, until the blessed day that the Poxreaper and his companion came. As 

saviours were they greeted by these impious folk – for they were weakened not in the plague-touched wood, nor 

harried by the flies. Now the tribe bring Nurgle’s gifts to the lands around in honour of the Taintvex as the spirit of 

their home and the Poxreaper and Kroll as his prophets.’ 

120pts - 20 CHAOS MARAUDERS  

WITH AXES, DARKWOOD SHIELDS, DRUMMER, DAMNED ICON, TRIBAL BANNER 

AND MARK OF NURGLE. 

MIKKEL PLAGUESPUR’S COHORT 

‘The warband of Mikkel Plaguespur came to the Gnarlwood. Seeing the glistening blessings of Nurgle on the trees, 

they sought out the putrid centre of the woods. In that place of stench and squirming rot-eaters, amidst the 

Gnarlmaws Three, they came upon Rieger and Kroll and the daemon Taintvex deep in council. On seeing this 

Plaguespur knew that the Poxreaper was highly favoured by Father Nurgle, and offered him, there and then, his band 

to Rieger’s plans.’ 

320pts - 10 PUTRID BLIGHTKINGS 

WITH SONOROUS TOCSIN AND ICON BEARER. 

FILTHRHEUM’S VIRULENT HORDE 

‘Father Taintvex spoke at length to Kroll, and taught him the Name of the ancient Plagueridden, known to the 

Realms as Filthrheum. At the heart of the festering Gnarlwood, between the ancient Gnarlmaws Three, Kroll spoke 

out the name and Filthrheum and his horde came forth, with fresh and seeping gifts to share with all the children of 

the Realm’. 

320pts - 30 PLAGUEBEARERS  

WITH ICON BEARER, PIPER AND PLAGUERIDDEN. 



OTHER (600pts) 
TAINTVEX’S FAVOURED CHILDREN 

‘When Taintvex came at last, with Kroll and the Poxreaper, to speak with those he had blessed for so many years, 

many were the buboes and pustules that ripened with his coming. The little ones that sprung from those infected 

wombs loved all they saw and revelled with glee. They spilt forth in multitudes from the wood, to play in fields as 

yet unsullied, as might the children of man through fresh white snow’. 

300pts – 9 BASES OF NURGLINGS  

 

PUS, PUKE AND MUCUS 

‘Whilst sacking a manor during one of the Poxreaper’s many raids, Kroll came upon a walled herb garden. He called 

upon Nurgle, for it was fit for corruption, and the gardener therein showed blasphemous pride in its hideous order 

and health. Three fat slugs grew large and exuberant, turning the herbs a deep, rot-toned black as they roved across 

them, reaching unnatural size as they consumed both garden and gardener. So it came to pass that the Beasts, Pus 

and Puke and Mucus joined the warband of the Poxreaper’. 

300pts – 3 BEASTS OF NURGLE 

 

THE GNARLWOOD TREES 

‘Where the warband of the Poxreaper walk, so too come the trees of the Gnarlwood, for that blessed place is bound 

thricefold to them and them to it. The chiming of the bells hanging from the branches brings joy to the warband 

and invigoration to their limbs as the Garden of the Grandfather takes root in the Mortal Realms’. 

3 FECULENT GNARLMAWS 
 


